
MARKING PAPERS FOR MONEY

Exam marking is a great way to earn using your skills. Many teachers and lecturers (active and retired) - earn extra cash
marking exam papers.

Opportunity to become a team leader or senior examiner. The site states this is performance-based work. Join
the Guardian Teacher Network for lesson resources, comment and job opportunities , direct to your inbox.
Work load issue. Others may be looking for specific degrees like English. Most exam boards are flexible if
you do require an extension to the deadline, let them know in advance and they can often accommodate
requests. Follow us on Twitter via GuardianTeach. Most people report being happy with these positions.
Onsite positions are usually open year-round. Read the rules and regulations! It is worth finding out how much
money you will receive as different exam boards and different subjects pay different amounts â€” the payment
can vary considerably too! That said, you do gain an invaluable insight into how examinations are assessed.
Network with fellow professionals. It illustrates time management, the ability to meet deadlines and manage
multiple complicated projects. It is their future. One of their most recent scoring openings was for an edTPA
Scorer. These are peer assessed using an adaption of the mark scheme and it is here that my knowledge of
examining can be used to ensure students have understood what the examiners are looking for and do not
make common mistakes. There were some answers I really struggled with as they were borderline between
boundaries or difficult to read illegible answers are a problem so I would email my team leader either with a
picture of the answer for a second opinion or to ask general questions. Opportunities vary throughout the year
and some may be location-specific. I had to mark about exam papers and obviously every single paper is
important. Do I qualify? Positive aspects of becoming an examiner not in any particular order! You can get in
touch via my contact page on my blog or send me a message on Twitter. Also, if you were to mark for another
subject or specification then you would not benefit as much in your own teaching. Although, I have subject
knowledge of that subject I feel it needs to be in depth and detailed in order to assess that example was also
A-level! My own ability to assess has massively improved, especially as the standardisation process gave me
an opportunity to check my own skills against a range of pre-marked answers from candidates of differing
abilities. I sat around a table with the other History examiners and we discussed the exam paper very carefully
and thoroughly. Is this the right time for you to take on extra responsibility? As such, the requirements can
vary greatly for each position. You might also like. Literably Literably is a little different in that their scorers
evaluate oral recordings of elementary students. There are rules about where and when you can mark exam
papers e.


